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IETRODUCTIOE

Due to the results of a ntunber of investigations 
involYing.. ahnormal fixations in animals 9 Zaiex and his 
students (79 89 9 9 10) have claimed .that when arbitrary 
nunishment is repeated to a no int. ;above an'animal1 s level 
of tolerancep it produces frustration,, Waier feels that 
frustration can be defihed as "that state where learning' 
functions cease nyerating and other modes of adjustment 
begin operating1” 0 ((79 p0 540} " : ' :

The first demonstration of these conclusions is to be 
found in a study by Zaier9/ Dlas.er and Elee (7) published in 
1940, They compared the strength and characteristics of 
responses -produced under ordinary, conditions of learning 
with those produced under conditions of frustration. The 
animals were divided into two grouns. The first grouo 
(experimental group) was placed in a no*solution situation; 
the second group (control group) was placed in a situation 
in which any consistent position habit was rewarded» The 
animals were nut into a jumping box and forced (if any 
resistance was shown) to jump* They were given food after 
each correct choice or received a bumn from the locked door 
and a fall into a net if the choice was erroneous„ All of 
the animals formed a position habit which they were allowed 
to practice for 160 trials. During these criterion trials.



the members of the no-»solution gT'orro (Group X). received 
punishment for their hahit while the control group (Group XX) 
■received a reward after every choice. This procedure was . .
followed "by a period during which each member was given 200 
trials to acquire a simple discrimination habit. The correct 
.choice was the card displaying the black figure, Mine out 
of ten of the■control animals established this habit within .

. the time allowed while only four out of eleven of the 
experimental animals did so. The distribution of the 
learning scerwwas bimodal| the animals either learned 
readily or failed to learn after a large number of trials.

The,animals that failed to express a discrimination in 
the, second experimental situation exhibited extreme persist** 
ence of .their former habit. However5, . it appeared .that these 
animals did:recognize the discrimination,. This was evidenced ,.. 
in a reluctance to jump whenever their former habit caused 
them to jump toward the incorrect card. They also exhibited 
abortive behavior toward the Incorrect, but not toward the 
, correct card. This behavior consisted of jumping, to the 
right or left of the incorrect card, jumping so as to strike 
the card with the side of their bodies or jumping toward the 
card with too little force to knock: down the door even if ;:
it had been unlatched, .

The persistent responses exhibited by the ■ animals in this 
study were termed'abnormal fixations because of their apparent ' 
compulsive nature* Maier. defines abnoimal fixations as 
"non-adaptive forms of behavior which have become



persistejat parts of 'behavior”0 fhey are felt to be 
attributable to frustration* Later.studies by tbe seme 
authors have supported . these, eonclueions* (-4, 8S '9, 10> j 

. 'Ifaier and Klee (9)' hare shown that habits formed in a ■ • 
'discrimination situation'can be transformed, into abhormml . 
fixationso ‘the animals used in this experiment were divided 
int o three:groups, of SO members eaeho The- members of'the 
first group were placed in a no-solution situation, the 
members of the. second group formed, a position habit and 
raceived rewards for consistently choosing either the right 
or left card and the members. of the third were rewarded, for 
selecting: whichever card was more egsmenl;f„. preferred * The 
animals■ remained In these situations' until they had 
established one pattern of choice and had practiced that 
habit 97^ of the time for ISO trialso • At the conclusion of 
this criterion period a situation was offered where all of 
the animals were given 200 trials to alter the previously 
acquired responses* During.this period 50ft of the members 
of each of the basic'.gfoups u^ere required, to reverse their 
habit, and iC#. were required to shift their response^ The 
term reversal of habit .was used to refer to a change in the 
preferehee for one -eard to: that of the other card, or to a 
change from:pne positioh.habit .:(rl#it or lefth to the 
opposite position habit * The terra shift of response was . 
used to refer -to the replacement of a discrimination habit 
by a position habit, or vice versa* A reversal of habit



Involved 18(# pmnlshmsmt of. the former response and the 
:sMft of response involved 50|o punishment of the former 
responseo "";. . : . - . ;, ' ' ' , V ';

- 85 of the S9 animals failed to aahe.'the reg.u.ired 
adjustmenfo ; fhe majority of these animals were in the - 
situation . that demanded a shift of response c. Saier and' . / 
Klee ebnelmded that §iQ|» pmBishment :i>reahs habits more - ■ . '
slowly than the 100|» punishment 0 the punishment : 
either breaks hahits rapidlj ISf the. animals to not ' ■
' ©xperienoe frttstratlon15, or it invo.l'wes frustration ant 
thus produoed fixatlonso, ,'.1 _ . ' ■ ■

In a :study employing human subjects Marquart found . 
inereased stereotypy and possible .indications ■ of' ahnormal.. 
fixationso, She feels that these, two differ in degree hut 
not in: kind „ this study : ( llj. employed an- apparatus of ■ ■
such a nature that a series of pairs of stimulus.'oards ■ \
sould he presented to the-sub jeetSol . One. card of each pair 
was to he chosen by the subjmct^who was to open the door 
in which, the selected card was ezposedc The 155 : sub jects .. 
were: divided intd;:f our groups and a different, pattern of' . 
arbitrary punishment was set up for each group0. The , 
membera of Qroup 1 received 7 %  punishment for 5® trials9 
the members of; Group II. received ■ %&ja. punishment for 150 
trialss 'the .members of ©roup: III; received ;gtpfi punishment for:
■ 5® trials, and the- members of ©roup If reeeiwei, ^  punishment 
for 5S-trlalae fhis no-solution period was followed by a .



period during- which the subject;oould avoid punishment "by 
always selecting the door on the left<? The punishment used 
for erroneous choices was an electric shock received from 
the; door handleso This shock' i^s sufficiently intense to 
"be painful hut not dangerous, to the subjects

The results of this experiment showed that an arbitrary 
period consisting of 75% punishment results in a larger 
proportion of ,individuals displaying evidences of frustration 
than does the period involving 25% punishment9 This m s  
true even when the number of error^indications was held 
equal9 (Group I compared with Group II0)' A larger pro* 
portion of the members. of Group I than of Groups Up-' III, 
and IV combined^ either failed to acquire, the habit or 
acquired . it very; -slowly/...The distribution of learning 
scores for the concentrated punishment group (Group I) was 
found to be bimodal; the subjects.;either learned within 
100 trials or required more than 128 trials to learn*

. : . ■ ■ . v  • ■Earquart agrees with'Haler when' she concludes that 
frustration can be regarded as qualitatively different 
f rom motivation^ She bases this distinct ion.upon (l) the 
bimodal nature of the obtained distribution$ (2) the non
linear relationship between the :number of trials required to 
learn and the rate of choice<> and (3) the non= linear relar 
-1 ion ship between the Bernr enter Personality Inventory scores 
and the number of trials required : to learn0 .: . .



STAHBMSIT OF PHOBISSt

In an experiment employing rats (see page 3) Maier' 
and Klee (9) found that concentrated punishment can transform 
a habit into an abnormal fixation* Marquart (11) set up 
a comparable situation employing human subjectsa Her 
subjects (see Page 4) were first placed into a ho-solution 
situation and:then were required to establish a position 
habit. The results obtained indicate-' that punishment 
acts 1 Bs a.frustrating agent.in human subjects and that the 
■ pattern of'.punishment was of importance V However 9 since the 
punishment used in this experiment was an electric shock, it 
could be .argued that the painful nature of the punishment, 
instead of the pattern of punishment, was the important 
variable.

In the present study the punishment will be in the form 
of a visual stimulation which will produce no physical die- 
.comfort. The same, general'procedure as that used by Mar quart 
will, be followed#' .'.This, procedure will be modified only by 
a; change in the. type; of. .punishment, (as mentioned' above) and 
in the learning"'Of a discrimination habit rather than a 
position habit# Therefore, if frustration is induced, we 
may expect tb1̂find ,.a ,tendency toward stereotypy of choice 
and a qualitative difference between the discrimination habit 
and the'discrimination'fixation# A fixated response is



characterized "by the difficulty with which it is "broken| 
a hahit is characterized hy the fact that it can be broken 
when it offers no adjustment to the nroblesi and9 therefore9 
no rewards

If some9 but not alls of the subjects are frustrated, 
and if frustration and motivation differ gua,litatirelys we 
may expect a bimodal distribution. One group will be made 
up of frustrated uersons with reduced plasticity? the other 
group will show normal variations in learning rate and be 
unhampered by frustration.



APPARATUSg

A frstme was monnted ‘urSTigtit on a ta"ble.» Holes were 
cut in. this fram©, for a one-way screen (ABCD.) 9 and for two 
doors (EFCHI a r i d ( S e e  figure 1} » The one-way 
screen consisted of a seventeen-inch long tube which was •' 
narrowed on the side of the experimenter,. Both ends of the 
tube were covered by window screen^

The two doors were hinged,on their lower sides to onen 
toward the suhjeot* They were opened "by nulling a knob 
handle. A second handle on the back of each door made it 
nossible for the exnerimenter to close the doors when 
iiecessaryd - ■

; in the center of each of the ahove. mentioned doors9 was 
a smaller door (efgh and e*f'g’-h’)'; five and one-half inches 
sqttare9 which opened toward the experimenter. They were - .
hinged, on their lower sidee and held closed by spring hinges6 
The s e do or s were used as, exposure'windows, ' ; '

Above each of the two larger doors was a standard 
sized electric light socket with a 20-watt red bulb used in 
each. The wiring enabled the experimenter to light one or 
the other of the.two bulbs by manipulating a corresponding 
toggle- switchs as can be- seen in Figure 2„ Each light was; 
independently connected to a wall -nlug. An attempt was 
made to equate, the sounds of the toggle switches -as they 
were turned on and off„ Howeverp this did not prove to be-



Figure 1

Apparatus

ABCD is the one-way screen, efgh and e,f tg ,h r are the doors in 
which the stimulus cards are exposed. I and I1 are the lights.
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Figure 2

V/iring Diagram of Apparatus

A and represent the lights, 
B and B1 are toggle switches.
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an important variable since the lights were never lighted 
until one of the doors opened= Therefore the sounds (even 
if different) eould not offer a clue as to ohoiees

A total of 27 six-inch squa,re stimulus cards were - 
usedo There were three, figures (squares .eireles and 
triangles) g three achromatic "brightnesses ("black9 gray and 
white) and three sizes =. The figures were constructed so as 
to equate the areas to those of the circles which were 1 9 2 
or 5 inches in diameter =, Ihe "black and gray figures were • 
placed on a white "background and the white figures 9 on a 
"black "background.o .. -



fhe 54- subjeets employed were obtained from two 
. upper division; psychology courses at the University of 
Arizona. They were divided ina randommanner but with an 
equation of sez9 into three groups. The subjects were . 
first giyea the Bernreuter- Personality luvemtory am# were 
ashed: to fill out cards stating the hours during which they 
could conveniently participate in the experimentc later the- 
subjects were called ins one at a time, and participated:in 
the main part of the studyc They were seated in front of 
the apparatus and- given the following directions;

wThis is a discrimination learning situation which 
means that there is a pattern running throughout, I will 
present a series of cards to you, one in each of these two 
frames (pointing), and you are to make a choice of one of 
those cards," You will indicate your choice to me by opening 
the corresponding door like this (demonstrating) and closing 
it againc ’ is you see there is a red light above each door»=» 
if your choice is correct the light will remain unlighted9 
but if your choice is incorrect s the . light will , go’ - on to 
Indicate your error,18 ; ’ .
■ - The E7 stimulus cards were presented in three ;different
sequences of 36 pairs eacku The sequences were used in
rotation, For,example, the first three pairs of the first
sequence-were as follows; (1) a small white square and a
large black triangle, ($), a large white .triangle- and a
medium-sized gray square, and, 13) a medium-sized white
square- and small white triangle, ' - y



experimenter endeavored to control certain 
’ possible variables in an effort to eliminate any possible • 
clues to the solution sitnatloiio . Zor example., (1).1 fhe • 
st.tmulus cards were placed in the windows, in sneli b 
manner as to equate the nmaber of times the correct card 
.was placed in first with the number of times the incorrect 
card was placed' in f irst, ■ - (S) Ih© correct -card was placed 
an equal number of times in both right and left doors in 
each sequenceo (3j Five pairs in each sequence consisted 
of cards displaying the same type of figure8 seven pairs in 
- each sequence consisted of cards of the same colors? and all 
pairs in each sequence consisted of cards displaying, 
different sized figures, - . .

The subjects were put in a no-solution situation in . 
which no specific response was demanded, . f hi s..period ■ '
consisted of 50 trials for Groups I and lllp and 150 trials 
for Group II, Punishment arbitrarily followed 95# of the 
choices made by Group I, and 85^ of the choices made by 
Groups II and III, The 2 %  and 75y<? - values were .selected so 
as to approximately equate the. change in the percentage of 
punishment (for Groups . 1 and' 11) when the s.olutlon 
situation was instigated, The durations of the no-solution 
periods were selected so as to equate the number of error- . 
indications (red light lighted! for Groups I and. II and to 
equate the total length of time, for Groups I and III,

The last.eight pairs of stimulus cards were omitted



during the third sequenoe. of the first session for Group II* 
fhis left 100 ohdloes1In the first-ezperiaental session for 
this Group and also caused the series of.pairs presented to 
be the same for all groups at the,start of the solution 
situation,. For Groups, i and III9 and during the second 
session for Group £1 s approslmatelf 1Q8 . trials f if necessary 
to reach the correct solution) were completedo

I'he choice immediately preceding the shift to the 
solution situation:was consistently punished for all groups= 

Ihe ezperimenter entered into all conversation started 
by the subject during the experimental situation but 
answered’all questions concerning the experiment itself by 
the promise to describe the situation at the close of the 
last session, At the end .of the first session the experimen
ter as&ed the subject not to discuss the experiments If the 
subject had obtained'the correct solution, he was told the 

purpose of the experiment and the experimenter answered his 

questions concerning ito if subsequent sessions were 
necessary., the subject was told simply, Îfe shall continue 
from where we left off at our last session®0 fhe experi
mental periods were held every other day when possible and 
there were never more than.two days between sessions.

At the conclusion of the no^Solution problem and with 
no warning to the subjects, the choice of the smaller figure 
was made always correct so that the subject could avoid 
punishment by establishing this discrimination response,



The subject received punishment whenever he chose the 
larger figuree The criterion was 15 consecutively correct 
choices0 After the criterion was reached, the subject was 
asked the basis of his selection and further trials were 
allowed, if needed, for the formulation ©f the correct 
generalizat ione „ .



1BSUUZS

, A =- The latab11shment of a Di scr Minati oa

3&ble I slows the num'ber of trials required by the 
members of each of the three groups to learn th# 
aisertminatlon response0 . The averages are also included 

. 'but̂  as. will he noticed later,. are probably not of primary 
' importance o ;

The subjects have been designated by the letters A - 
through ..!'<?■ for ease of future references the subjects will 
be referred to by the group number followed by the subject 
letter? for example the first member of (3-roup I will be 
designated by the symbol . v '■ :

flhen the number of the trials for- all. groups are , 
plotted ,on -a histogram fFigo 5| the'.scores made by the ’ •
• members' appear to deviate from a normal curve<, This 
deviation' would seem to be one of shewness which is 
generally found to be true when the number of trials 
required to learn is used as the criterion of'learning? 
However a there is also some indi oaf ion- of bimodality 0. ■ 
There are no eases in the class Interval from 81 to 90? Ad 
can be seen in- Table I.8 ■ the interval Actually extends frcm 
80 through 95 trials? This break is' of primary importance
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tiBIS I

flie lumber of trials, kequired to Form A lisofim- 
tion'Halit after Varying gonaitions of Arbitrary Kmisli= 

Criterion, trials not Included,

Saljeet . ; Groiip- i . ©roup II • ©roup III
A ' ' 58(M) .

B ■ 88t«)̂ "'C 5 (Ml
B 5(H) !
5 If6(H) ,
6 ' : i i i m

I . 18 (:
i * * m
K ' 95(E)I, : 17(1)

1
LB. .

0 8(E)
F
t 50(E)
B SO(1)

58 o 8^

: .; 55 W)f . 5(H)
, 1CM)

■ m (Ml 3(H)
@S(M) 17 (M)

l- :1 (H) 117 (M)
57 (H) . ®|H)

: ' '94(H) ^ 50{M)
66 (M) " 8 (H)
5(11} 47(H)

51(E) 59(E)
1 : :5(E),, ' 65 IE)

115(1)^ t4(;E)
■. 76(E)

105(E) ■ ■■ ' m m
■ i l - 19(E) 89(E)

37(E)^ 80(E)
57 (E) siCE)

53(E)
Afe0 55p#f A¥e0 3Ss7

Indieates failure tg state the nature of the 
habit in its simple St form<

^  Indicates failure to -learn»
-t In the calculation of these mean#, the result# #f 
.the subjects who failed to learn have been 
disregarded= ' ' •
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Figure 5

Distributions of the Number of Trials Required to Establish 
a Discrimination Response After Exposure to Various No-solution 
Situations: Criterion Trials Not Included.



because .there is a concentration of oases abowe lte The 
otheh breaks in the distribution occur between isolated 

. caseSo It should be remembered that the three oases 
included in the class interval labeled 3 actually
cover a wide range* Two of these cases had over S00 trials 
. and failure to learn, was eonoeded0

Zor convenience $ all oases requiring 80 or fewer trials 
to learn8 shall be termed normal learners= nil cases 

requiring 94 or more trials shall be referred to as slow 

learnerse On this basis then, there are 43 normal learners 
and jLl slow learners0 The slow learners tend to be 
concentrated in Groups I and II with one in Group IIIo When 
the Shi-*square test of independence is calculated to 
determine whether or not this difference is significant, the 
value obtained for Groups 1 and III is 2 010s level of 
significance is lbp90#q chi-stuare for Groups II and III 
is 4o.5s level of significance is SqVfL

The other differences are much smaller and ehi,-square 
values have not been calculated*



B Table II presents a comparison of the 
Bernreuter Personality Inventory^ scores ■of ■ the normal and

^ fhe.six scales .available for the Bernreuteg personality
Invent ory are described as follows .

*Bi-Mr- A measure of neurotic tendency* Persons 
scoring high on this scale tend to be emotionally unstable* 
Those scoring above the 98 percentile would probably benefit - 
from psychiatric or medical advice* Those scoring low tend 
to be very well balanced emotionally*

Bg-S* A measure of self-sufficiency* Persons scoring 
high on this seal© prefer to be alones rarely ask for 
sympathy or encouragement, and tend to ignore the advise of 
of others* Those scoring low dislike solitude and often 
seek advice and. encouragement *

B3-1* A measure of introversion-extrovers ion P Persons- 
scoring high on this scale tend to he introverted; that is, 
they are imaginative and tend to live within tbenselves.*
Scores above the 98 percentile bear the same significance as 
do similar scores on- the B1-1M scale * Those scoring-low are 
extroverted; that is, they rarely:worry, seldom suffer 
emotional upsets, and rarely substitute day dreaming for 
action* r .

B4-D0 A measure of dominance-submission* -Persons 
scoring high on this scale tend to dominate others in face- 
to-face situations* Those scoring low tend to be submissive*

jfl-O* A measure of . confidence in oneself * Persons 
scoring high on this scale tend to be hamperingly self- 
conscious; and to have feelings of inferiority; those scoring 
above the 98 percentile would probably benefit from 
psychiatric or medical advice* Those scoring low tend to be 
wholesomely self-confident and to be. very well adjusted to 
their environment*

1S-B* A measure of sociability* Persons scoring high ■ 
on this, scale tend to be non-social, solitary, or independent * 
Those scoring "low tend to be sociable and gregariousD$t ; . .



TABLE 11
A Comparison of Bemreuter Personality Inventory 

Scores of the Normal with the Slow Learners

Trait Ml* M2**
Percentile
Difference

Fisher "t" 
Men

Percent 
Level of 
Significance 
Men

Fisher 111" 
Women

Percent 
Level of 
Significance 
Women

Combined

d.f.4

Percent 
Level of 
Significance 
Combined

BIN 31.2 26.8 4.4

32 S 42.5 47.5 4.8

351 2714 25.5 1.9

34D 57.0 71.0 14.0 .720 47.91 .290 62.54 2.410 66.50

TIC 39.6 30.5 9.1 .565 52.22 .443 66.24 1.298 85.79

res 37.8 48.0 10.2 1.780 8.94 1.070 29.55 7.514 12.62

*M1 —  The mean percentile score for the slow learners.
—  the mean percentile score for the normal learners.

Number II-P has been omitted from this calculation because she is an adult and 
all other subjects are of college age. Since computation of the Fisher ,,tM 
valwes demands a homogeneous group, it has been impossible to include this 
subject.



glow learnerso For the eonTenlenoe of the reader,'. - ' ,
th©. mean,yalu.es are presented in percentile units? How= 
ever, the signifieanee of the difference has, "been 
calculated using raw scores and keeping the sexes separate? 
fhis was necessary because of the non^normal distribution 
of the percentile scoress and because of the heterogeneity 
of the group when the two sexes were not separated* Proba=> 
bility values for the two sexes were combined by changing 
the percentile scores into ehi= sguare valu©s and adding0

fhe significant differences between the scores of -the. 
first three traitsfBl-l9 BS»S and B5-1) have not been 
calculated because of the relatively small difference in 
averageBo. "0nly in the-l^.-S score is there a difference 
which even approaches signifieaneeo .For this trait the 
level of significance for the men is' 80 94^? The combined 
value is; only IBooSfao It is then probable that the- slow 
learners are more sociable than the normal, learners* This 
difference, however, does not appear within each population* 
.The ■ correlation between the number of trials required to 

learn arid the.sociability scofes is > O047 for the normal 
learners apd «<,091' for the slow learners Thus the -
relationship between the rate of learning and the 
sociability score must be ndn-linear? ■

' The correlation coefficients were calculated by the 
rank order methodi . ' '■



0 >-4' .Behavior; Protoeols,,
Ip ijialysis - of PratocolSo •'

fatile 111 eoatains the percentage of subjects exhibit- 
■ing ■faripus forms of behavior patterns which are 'commonly 
attributed to frustration* Only those cases have been, 
included where there can be little doubt of the significance
of the subject’s behavi or * ..

As- can be seen, there is a larger proportion of slow 
than normal learners exhibiting most of these behavior 
patternso $he proportion of subjects exhibiting one or 
more of these patterns ;of;behavior9 is also larger for the .
slow than for the normal learners,

So Examples of'.Protocols Obtained from Hormal 
Learning Subjects: 

u Subject-I-D was very quiet until the 86th trial of the 
initial period when he said., "Get your hand off that 
button -- ohhh cut it out —  you keep changing the pattern 
on me®** He/admitted making random, choices after this until 
the 47th trial* At, the ’time, of/that trial he said, -’How 
at©’re back where we started0 Phis is the silliest thing I 
ever, sawo“ This remark -seemed to be followed by renewed 
int erest *

- Subject il-l expressed - anger at trial 25 of the .
'initial period, when he said, "I911 never pick another, circle
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W M  III,

P93? cent age of jeeta Izhi'bitlng 
Various Forms of Behavior

BlHiVlOB, - ' Slow
Learners

Normal
Learners

Hegatlve #eif=f®eliag 54 o 5 .80 o 9'
Feelings of hopelesaness-4 Apathy 901 14,0
Anger • ■ . 9ol g,5
Aggression . 45,5 14,0
Extreme emoti onal ity ■ 9,1 0,0
Besistanee.; : ■" - A 9,1 ■ 0,0
leportet eontintaal adherence
to an erroneous principle of choice a? ,5 6,7
Stereotypy of remark/ A 9,1 0,0
Statement: .. A
*fI?m frwtratefl*5 ror,,, :■Pit’s frustrating^^ ' . : 9,1 9,5 .
Pereentage of subjects 
showing one or more, of 
The above hehavior patterns 81,8 54,9



againo Mutsl You stinicerl® He jammed the.doors 
whenever the light went on and at trial. 459 jell@d9 “1 

;want yon to know 1^11 hate f’on for thiSow- . .
Sub ject 1I9-& showed extreme intereat in • the experiment 

and asked many questions .conoerning ito ..At. the time of the 
ninth trial of the solution situation a he remarked “'You’ve 
got me all fouled up I should have had my Wheaties this 
morning,lt . Svery time the light went on he held the , door
open and had to be reminded to elose it again, This .did
not happen when hia choices,were correct. On the 49th trial 
he- said;, A rat could, learn this faster.*. • .. . -

Subject worked rapidly, and made @11 of her •
choices without hesitatioho At the time of the ninth trial of 
thesolution period9 she sighed loudly and said9 *2 must be 
.unusually dumb<, .1 thought 1 had it for a . while —  then it
changed on, me It’ s frustrating!w: .
, . . So ' Examples of Protocols Obtained Prom Slow

.. -Beaming S u b j e c t s , , V  
,' Subject started sighing and' dramming the table on 

the 19th trial of the initial perlo.d0 This action continued 
intermittently throughout the session^ ■ She said very little 
but- held her face in her haads . and winced every time the 
light went .on-Q, On the 4Srd trial she .began to  Sap the floor - 
with her feet and - coat inued to do So ■ throughout the remainder 
of the first session0 ,. At the conclusion of this session 
she .asked*tHo 1 have to come back again? I must be a bright



subjseti® During the seoond and third sessions her "- 
behaTior'was muoh like that- of the first dayc On the 2.85rd 
trial of the solution situation she remarkeds M1 work.'on the 
small figures unless it8s a triangle =- that is dominant 
over a square >- and .the squares are dominant over oireles.
It works most of the time, so I use ito1’ She continued this 
procedure until: the S24th trials The ezperlment wag 

discontinued at this tlmeo
At the time' of the SSrd trial .subject Uhl sal d9 “Maybe 

you do this Just to make people'ifeel; stupi-do^ He 
■ continually rocked his . chair except when the light went on 
at which time he- would: suddenly stop this action; however, he 
quickly started it again at the presentation of the 
following pair ofrcards! On the 169th trial he asked9 “fhy 
the one»way screen? Hr@ag 1 think I’ll, nominate, you for 
Miss Tightmouth" of 1948<T y \ ;

Subject H #  initially expressed fear of the experiment 

and at the , time of the 33rd trialg^ saidg honest, to goodness9 
18m being friekeioil Later (trial 45} she became glum and 
remarked9 “It6 s no'good—  I have a stereotyped reaction 

reallyg l^m quite frustrat@d0,s' .1
BubjectHW 83Epr®ssed hopelessness at the time of the 

23rd trial-when h@ said 11 never learn this »*=> it8s too 
complicated; I don't know what the. heck6 s ,go in8 on“0 At 
hi® 94th-:, choice he remarked, 'M5m a borderline case s I think»11 
On the third day he was extremely upset and at the 157th 
choice of the - solution period: he jumped up from the chair
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ant HI don’t like it —  I dont? t; want to come back ==>
I ean’t ooneentnatSo**' After thla outburst he beeame 
apologetic and. made an appointment: for the following day at 
which .time (trial 193 i, he a sice d 8 aJm I, lousin^ up your 
experiment am 2fm She experiment was cone luaed, wit hout 
solmtioaa; at- the enS:vtiftthe S17th trial<, "



D ISCUSSIO'E. ATO' OOlClTJSIOiJ-S

As. in Marquart’s study, the subjects employed in . ' 
this investigation appeared to belong to two distinct 
populations., These have been.referred to (in the results) 
as normal and slow learners, ■ .

Bo mathematical check of. the normality of the 
.distribution, curve was attempted because of the small 
number of cases .involved,, . However, there were no cases 
scoring between 80 and 93.trials, yet there were 11 cases• 
requiring more than 94 trials- to learn. Because of this 
appearance of bimodality, the subjects have been divided 
into two distinct grouns* ■

: Another evidence of a definite break between these 
two -copulations is the non-linear relationship between the 
number of trials required to learn, and the Bernreuter 
Personality inventory scores. There is a fairly high but 
insignificant difference between the sociability (P2-S) 
scores of the normal as compared with the slow learners. 
However, within each copulation, the relationships between 
the sociability scores and the number of trials required to 
learn are exceedingly small, namely -t ,047 and «= ,091« These 
coefficients are so small;that there is little possibility 
of. their indicating any true relationship. Also, the 
correlation: cpeff icient, of vthe, normal learners is in an



opposite direction to that whi <ii would "be expected on the . 
basis of the difference between the normal and the slow 

learnerso : ̂ ; :
Marquart has concluded that members of.her slow 

learning group were frustrated and those of her normal 
learning group were motivatedo. The evidence from the 

present study seems to support this eontentiono Most of the 
possible oriteria of frustration; aggression$ extreme 
..emotionalitystereotypy of ehoiee and. remark etc0 s were 
found "more frequently in the slow, learning, group than in the 
normal learning groupo i.nds the presence ..of slow learning . 
itself can be taken as evidence of frustration^

Considering the slow learners as frustrated and the 

normal learners as non=fru$trat@d, the influence of yanious • 
situations of arbitrary punishment Can be determined^ When 
this .is done g itis not.ed that when the total duration of 
the arbitrary punishment' period is held constant 9 (Groups I 
and 111) the eoneentfated (?5fe) punishment- situation is more 
frustrating than the 85.̂  punishment situationo

However9 contrary to Marquart* s conclusionsg. when the . 
number of error indications is held, constant (Groups 1 and II) 
there are-no differences which"even approach significance^ . 
It is to be realized however$ that more cases are required 

before any conclusions can be drawn which are contrary to the 

Marquart -.analysis, - fhe above results seem to support, the 
conclusion that there Is a qualitative difference between 
motivation and frustratlono ^ # % 9 ^



In an'experiment eaplojing M m ®  safe j^ots and. using an 
eleetrie shook as punishment 9 Marquart (11) found increased 
stereotypy and possible indieafions of afenormal fixations, 
She concluded that concentrated punishment is more frustrate 
ing than less^concentrated punishment and that frustration 
and motivation dlffer qualitatively^t In an effort to check 
Earquart1 s conclusions^ the present study used the- same 
.basic procedure hut changed the form of punishmente

,Ihe B4 subjects were divided into three groups and . ' 

presented with a sltuatlomlln mhichkeaehysufejeot was . ; 
required, to select one of two stimulus cardso flie members 
of- Woup I were placed in' an arbitrary punishment situation 

where they received 95# punishment for 50 trials. The 

memfeers of Group -II received &§# punishment for 150 trials 

and the members of Group Ilf received 25# punishment for _
.50 trialso the punishment consisted of lighting a red light 
frequently enough to correspond to each arbitrarily set 

pa,tterno At the conclusion of this no~solution •situation,, 
.and without warning to the subject, the procedure was 
changedo fhe subjects now could escape punishment by 
Seleeting.the card with the smaller figuree

lh© results ihdloate that 75# punishment is more 
frustrating than #5# punishment,' fhis is true when the
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duration of the no-solution period is held constant (Groups 
I and III)# When the total number of error indications is 
held constant (Groups I and II) no significant differences 
are fo und #

The subjects formed the discrimination habit either 
within the first 80 trials or they required 94 or more 
trials# This break in the distribution has been interpret
ed as meaning that the distribution curve is probably bi- 
modal. This evidence of a heterogeneous group is corrobo
rated by a non-linear relationship between Personality 
Inventory scores and the number of trials required to learn. 
The slow learners are more sociable than the normal learners# 
However, within each of these two sub-groups there are no 
significant relationships# The slow learning subjects have 
been regarded as frustrated because they exhibited more 
behavior patterns which are generally attributed to frus
tration#

It would appear from the results of this experiment 
that the pattern of punishment rather than the type of 
punishment is the important variable. Punishment, even if 
non-physical, can serve as a frustrating agent. Further, 
the results would seem to support the theory that frustra
tion is qualitatively different from motivation.
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Group I

APPENDIX
Bernreuter personality Inventory Results 

(Raw Scores)

ib ject Sex Bl-N BSS BZrl B4D Fl-O F&S
A M - 47 20 - 5 4 35 - 6 - 2
B M - 49 - 9 - 62 4 70 - 56 - 56
C M -194 16 -105 t 96 -125 -123
D M - 41 - 25 t 1 4 79 4 2 4 29
E M - 66 - 58 — 36 4 69 - 4 -100
F M - 30 - 38 - 22 4 24 - 3 - 60
G M -158 62 - 95 4 83 -126 -124
H M 4 89 - 87 + 50 - 71 4159 - 41
I M -164 + 69 - 98 4 81 -140 — 9
J F -125 - 7 - 75 4 46 - 62 - 87
K F - 52 - 36 - 15 4 48 - 7 - 42
L F -170 - 18 -101 4 85 -109 - 97
M F + to - 44 4 3 - 38 4 93 - 48
N F - 92 - 26 - 59 4 56 - 61 - 62
0 F - 52 105 - 46 - 18 4 13 -142
P F -100 - 27 - 57 4 78 - 65 - 74

F -116 4 24 — 62 4 62 - 85 - 15
R F - 81 _ 63 - 42 4 40 — 20 - 86
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APPENDIX
Bernreuter Personality inventory Results 

(Raw Scores;
Group II

ib ject Sex BIN B&S B3I B4-D FIG FSB
A M - 89 - 13 - 51 + 82 - 47 - 57
B M - 39 - 25 - 29 4 43 - 12 - 42
C M - 98 - 32 - 89 4 44 - 85 - 87
D M -156 4 25 - 74 4135 -108 - 44
E M - 73 + 6 — 34 4113 - 64 - 28
a' M -214 + 108 " —119 4186 -207 4 8
G M -151 4 82 - 78 4115 -137 4 25
B M -146 4 40 - 71 4132 -109 - 10
I M -178 t 43 -105 4118 -156 — 39
J F - 46 - 49 - 17 4 6 4 40 - 81
K F - 43 + 43 - 32 4 15 4 12 - 4
L F -145 t 62 - 79 4 91 - 92 4 1
M F -136 0 - 71 4115 - 95 - 57
N F - 66 4 21 - 20 4 57 - 19 4 29
0 F -142 4 16 - 78 4 89 - 81 - 45
P F - 94 4135 - 36 4112 -101 4110

q F -157 4 00M -105 4 99 -125 - 57
R F - 81 4 65 - 39 4 78 - 55 4 28
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APPENDIX
Bernreuter Personality Inventory Results

(Raw
Group ill

ib ject Sex BIN B2-S
A M -171 f 6
B M -134 + 45
G M -158 + 50
D M -227 + 42
E M - 78 - 3
F M -125 4 53
G M -113 + 37
fl M -114 - 11
1 M -179 + 66
J F -213 + 82
K F - 32 - 7
L F -132 4* 51
M F -156 - 56
N F -184 4 67
0 F -120 + 47
P F -152 - 54

<i F + 37 - 32
R F -205 4 10

Scores)

B3'l B4D FIG F26
- 86 4136 -153 - 70
- 46 4142 - 92 - 18
- 88 4140 -149 4 8
-128 4 194 -206 - 58
- 66 4 28 - 21 - 73
— 92 4 57 -110 4 2
- 71 4 97 -102 - 16
- 74 4 73 - 73 - 53
- 97 4147 -169 - 9
-110 4169 - 86 - 2
- 39 - 17 4 17 - 24
- 44 4126 -102 4 3
- 67 4132 -137 - 22
- 93 4134 -156 - 24
- 52 4 61 - 60 -119
- 86 4109 -107 -116
4 36 4 5 - 93 4 2
-101 4156 - 67 - 86
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